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Abstract

A systematic test of the behavioral momentum model was undertaken with human

participants in two related experiments. The experiments differed from other behavioral

momentum studies in several ways: parametric study with humans, nature of the disrupter,

and individualization of disruption level. The participants (university students, Nr=1"5,

Nz=6) sorted letters on a computer screen. The disrupting operation was a concurrent

distracting stimulus (CDS), consisting of a display of 2 changing numbers, along with the

concurrent task of pressing the'T'key when the numbers were identical. A multi-element

design was used, with reinforcement schedule and CDS level as independent variables. The

first experiment was structured to test parametric relationships, with 3 reinforcement

schedules and 5 CDS levels. The second experiment was structured to provide a more

powerful test of basic behavioral momentum properties, with 2 schedules and 3 CDS levels

(individualized). Results fromboth experiments were similar. Sorting rate decreased as

CDS level increased. Few participants showed resistance to change positively related to

reinforcer density. For the majority the relationship was contrary to that predicted by the

model. Thus the data do not support the behavioral momentummodel under these

experimental conditions.
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Testing the Behavioral Momentum Model with Human Participants

When an operant behavior is maintained under a reinforcement schedule, and the

schedule operates only in the presence of a particular antecedent stimulus, the behavior is

called a discriminated operant and the antecedent stimulus is called a discriminative

stimulus ( SD). An organism's rate and pattern of responding are directly influenced by

different reinforcement schedules paired with their respective SDs. Response rate,

reinforcement schedule, and SD, form a dynamic system, with response rate influenced by

type and rate of reinforcement and by the presence or nature of the SD. Behavioral

dynamics is the study of such systems.

Marr (1,992) describes behavioral dynamics as a metaphorical extension of the

dynamics of simple physical systems (for example a moving object in space under the

influence of a uniform force). The purpose of behavioral dynamic models is to discover

regular behavioral relationships that canbe described mathematically. Marr points out that

many psychologrsts have seen value in such mathematically based metaphors. The degree

to which such a metaphor accurately describes the behavior of organisms, or, alternatively,

the degree to which such a metaphor is belabored, varies with different theoretical models.

Marr (p. 251) states "Skinner founded behavioral dynamics, concerned with contingencies

of reinforcement as they affected the behavior of organisms". Mathematical applications

include the matching law (Plaud, 1.992), behavioral contrast (Nevin, 1992a), and the

influence of time delay on conditioned reinforcer strength (Mazur,1995).

The behavioral momentummodel, introduced by Nevirç Mandell, and Atak (1983) is

another behavioral dynamic model, stated as an analog of Newton's second law of motion.

In the study that introduced the behavioral momentum model, Nevin et al. (1983) stated

clear relationships between magnitude of disruption, resistance to the resulting changø and
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reinforcer density. If these hypothesized relationships can predict and control behavior

changes in humans, then the model would be a valuable addition to the experimental

analysis of behavior, and potentially to applied behavioral analysis as well.

The Behavioral Momentum Model

In physics, moving objects persist in that motion unless acted on by an external

force. Newton's second law of motion states that the rate of change in the velocity of an

object is directly proportional to the externally applied force and inversely proportional to

the object's mass (Newtorç 1,687 /1952). Mass therefore is the measure of the object's

resistance to change in velocity.

With persistence of a discriminated operant, organisms exposed to constant

response-contingent reinforcement continue to respond at the same rate (assuming that

factors such as fatigue or satiation are absent). Nevin, Mandell, and Atak (1983) called this

persistence behavioral momentum. Events producing change in response rate (typically a

decrease) are called disrupting operations, and are considered the behavioral analog of

opposing physical forces acting on a moving body. Extinction is one example of a

disrupting operation

In their behavioral momentum model, Neviru Mandell, and Atak (1983) hypothesize

a behavioral dynamic system with disrupting operations, response rate, and resistance to

change in response rate as analogs for physical force, velocity, and mass respectively. See

Table 1. for a comparison between the physical momentum and the behavioral momentum

models. Research has been conducted with a variety of species (pigeons, rats, and humans),

using various disrupting operations and under different reinforcement schedules (see

Appendix A for a survey of such research). For these species, researchers have found

empirical relationships between behavioral velocity (B), disruption magnitude (x), and rate
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of reinforcement (r). Note that if relative response rates (Rr / tto, where Rr is response rate

and Ro is the baseline response rate) are compared instead of ¡ B, the ordinal relationships

remain the same.

Table 1.

Compøring the Physicøl Momentum andBehnaioral Momentum Models

Construct Physical Momentum Behavioral Momentum

Measure

rate

cause of change

change measurement

mass

Functional

Relationship

Displacement
(distance from starting point)

velocitY = Y

= displacement / time

force (F)

(units consistent across forces)

Change in velocity

Âv=vr-vz

mass = m

Âv = F/m

The variables are proportional,

physical motion except for very small

objects (quantum effects) or relativistic

speeds

Number of responses

R = response rate

= responses / time

Rr / Ro = relative rate compared to baseline

B = behavioral velocity = log( R )

Disrupting Operation (x)

(units vary with disrupter)

change in behavioral velocity

ÂBr=Br-Bo =log(Rr/Ro)
where Ro is baseline rate, and Rl is the

changed rate,

Behavioralmass = m

¡B = f (x/m)

The nature of f depends on participant,

disrupter, and reinforcement schedule,

Discriminated operants (multiple-schedule

experiments and steady-state responding)

applicability

These studies generally supported the following three behavioral momentum properties,

and sometimes the rate matching law as well. Mathematical descriptions of these properties

are shown in Table 2.
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These behavioral momentum properties are:

1) For a discriminated operant, greater disruption should produce greater decrease

in response rate.

2) Resistance Matching: When comparing response rate change under two

reinforcement schedules, the schedule with greater total reinforcer density

should have less relative change (greater behavioral mass), and will maintain the

greater relative rate (compared to baseline).

3) Constant mass ratio: When comparing two schedules, the ratio of behavioral

masses should be the same value for all disrupter levels.

4) In addition, the rate matching law has been shown to be true in many studies,

although it seems independent of the behavioral momentumproperties. It states

that, when comparing response rates in two schedules, the schedule that delivers

the greater response contingent reinforcer rate should have the greater response

rate (rate matching law)

These behavioral momentum properties were demonstrated in several multi-element

experiments, whose results are discussed in Appendix A.

The behavioral momentum model assumes that the change in behavioral velocity is

a function of the ratio of disrupting force to behavioral mass, as in

ÂB = f (x/m), described in Table 2. (1)

It defines behavioral mass in terms of this relationship, and this in turn mathematically

guarantees that the ratÍo of masses must be constant (as seen in equation 3 in Table 2). The

actual nature of the function f varies with participant and reinforcement schedule.

In several studies, the functional relationship between disrupter magnitude, change

in response rate, and behavioral mass appeared to be power laws (Nevin et aL,1983; Neviru
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1.984; Nevin, 1992b). Power laws are functions of the form! = Zp . These power law

relationships are also listed in Table 2, aLthough they have not been demonstrated with

humans. Note that the power law of equation 3b with both functions having the same

exponent guarantees that the ratio LBz / LBtis constant and independent of x.

Table2

Behaaiorøl Momentum And Matching Law Mathemøtical Reløtionships.

Property General relationship Power law relationship

1) Response rate ¡B = f (x/m)

(Rate decreases as x increases)

2) Resistance Á81/ Â82= fi (r/mr) / f2 glm2). Q)

(relative decreases are smaller in a

schedule with greater mass)

3) mass ratio mi I mz= l"-'(^82) / f,, -1 (¡8,) (3)

(m1 / m2 is independent of x )

4) Rate matching R is positively related to response

contingent r

(1) ¡g =(x /m)o

LBt I LBz =(xr lxr)o

Ír\Irt2 -(ÂBz ILB1)1|P

(m1 /m2)P=ABzlLBt

Rr / Rz - (11 r2)u

(1a)

(2a)

(3a)

(3b)

(4)

The fundamental property of the behavioral momentum model is property 2

(resistance matching): there is ordinal matching between resistance to change and

reinforcer density. Resistance to change is indicated by change in behavioral velocity,

^B 
= log (Rr / Ro), where Rr / I{o is the relative response rate (compared to baseline).

Resistance to change can be more directly inferred from the relative rate alone, with a

higher relative rate for a given level of disruption representing greater resistance to change.

This resistance to change in response rate appears related to the contingency

between the SD and total reinforcement in a schedule. This was demonstrated by Nevin
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(1984), who called this the stimulus-reinforcement or "Pavlovian" contingency. Thus in

terms of contingencies, response rate is related to the operant (response-reinforcer)

contingency, while resistance to change is related to the "Pavlovian" contingency. It is

noteworthy that the disrupters that have been used in research seem to affect disruption by

changing the contingency (schedule shifts, including extinction) or by distraction. Nevin

(1992b) gives an integrated description of the behavioral momentum model, discussing

relative resistance to change for different disruption procedures.

Sensitivity to reinforcement contingencies seems to vary with species and with

degree of experimental control. There is evidence that humans are less sensitive to changes

in reinforcement schedules than other species. At least some of the sensitivity difficulties

may be due to methodological problems, including insufficient experimental control

(Madden et al.,'1,998; Kollins et al., 7997).

The constructs, units, and relationships of the behavioral momentum model are

listed in Tables 1. and 2. In Nevin et al.'s (1983) experiment, response rates relative to

baseline for two schedules were compared. The ratio of these relative rates, LBt I ABz,

which indicate relative resistance to change seemed stable across varying levels of

disrupting force.

In the behavioral momentummodel, behavioral velocity (the dependent variable) is

based on direct measurement. The nominal disrupting force (x) and reinforcer density are

the independent variables. Since relative behavioral masses are determined empirically in

terms of the ratio fz -t (lBz) / h-l(ABr), the nature of the functions must be well determined

before behavioral masses can be calculated. The assumption is that the functions are always

decreasing (monotonic decreasing functions) so that the inverse functions exist.

Some researchers (Harper and McClean,1992; McClean and Blampied,1995) believe
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that behavioral momentum research should deal only with behavioral forces that are

external to the relationships in the discriminated operant ("external" disrupters that do not

change the maintaining schedules, and thus do not change the nature of the discriminated

operant). Th"y suggest that disrupters that alter the maíntaining schedule ("internal"

disrupters) confound the investigation of resistance to change of a discriminated operant.

Thus they caution against use of extinction and shifts in reinforcement schedules. Th"y

would prefer the use of "external" behavioral forces, just as Newon's second law applies

only to external physical forces.

Houlihan and Brandon (1996) suggest an improvement in the model which would

make it a better metaphor for physical motion. They state that the maintaining schedule

could be considered a force necessary to overcome response cost and to achieve and

maintain steady state responding. With physical motion, of an object in air, a steady force

would increase velocity to a maximum velocity that would continue as long as the force

were maintained (air resistance increases with velocity). Houlihan and Brandon consider

response cost to be an analog of friction or air resistance.

There are three ways that the behavioral momentummodel is more complex than

Newton's second law: (a) the function relating the constructs is more complex than that in

Newton's second law, þ) the functional relationships between disrupter magnitude and

change of behavioral velocity seem different for different disrupters and different

participants, and (c) the same schedules with the same participant can have different mass

values for different disrupters (e.g. extinction and prefeeding disrupters seem to generate

different mass values, Nevin et al., 1983).

Experiments testing and generalizingthe behavioral momentum model are

discussed in Appendix A. Assumptions and constructs of Nevin et al.'s behavioral
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momentum model are discussed further in Appendix C.

Two Key Studies Related to My Research

My research is based on two keystone studies that support the behavioral momentum

model. These are the studies of Nevin et al. (1983) and of Mace et al. (1990). The participants

in these studies were pigeons and adult humans with developmental delays, respectively.

Multi-element designs were utilized in both studies, with reinforcement schedule and

disrupter level as the two independent variables. This permitted comparison of baseline

responding with responding under the influence of a disrupting operation for different

reinforcement schedules. Both supported the ordinal predictions (resistance-matching) of

the behavioral momentummodel, but of these two experiments only the Nevin et al.

research had sufficient data to evaluate parametric relationships.

The Nevin et al. (1983) Stud)¡

The Nevin et al. experiment used pigeons as participants, key pecking as the operant,

lighted keys (red or green) as SD s, and access to grain as reinforcer. Variable interval (VI)

reinforcement schedules maintained steady state responding of moderate rate. Their

experiment fits the following general form:

1. Behaviors (hlgh rates of key pecking) were established in baseline at a steady state

in the presence of two So s.

2. The two SD's were alternated randomly, and responding was maintained by

different, associated VI schedules. Response rates were measured (without

disruption) to serve as baseline values.

The same disrupting operations were applied to responding under the control of both SD's.

These disrupting operations decreased response rate, and change in behavioral velocity was

calculated. The two types of disrupting operations used were satiation (pre-feeding) and
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extinction:

a) Dark-key prefeeding: Response independent reinforcement (VT) was given

before the VI schedules were applied, while both SD's were absent. Nevin et al.

used data only from the first experimental sessiorç explaining that "continued

exposure often reduced response rates to an extent that substantially altered the

obtained rates of reinforcemen¡" (p 53). Data were gathered for several different

VT intervals.

b) Extinction : Responding was extinguished through several sessions by no longer

delivering reinforcement, despite the presence of the SD. Response rate was

averaged for each session.

In the Nevin et al. (1983) experiment, change in response rate was compared for different

pairs of VI schedules with both disrupting operations. Levels of disrupting operation (x)

were based on:

a) Dark-key prefeeding: the reinforcer density of the VT schedule.

b) Extinction: The number of sessions of extinction.

For both disrupting operations, response rate decreased more with increased levels of

disrupting operation. The results also showed that response rate decreased less (greater

resistance to change) for responding under the VI schedule that delivered the greater

reinforcement density. These ordinal data patterns have been supported by most

subsequent research (e.g. Mace et al., 1990; Cohen et al., 1993;Harper,1.996; Plaud and

Gaither,l996b).

In particular, data combined from different participants in Nevin et al.'s (1983) study

supported the various behavioral momentum power laws of properties 1.,2, and 3 in Table

2. This included stable relative behavioral masses across participants.
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However the results from the dark key prefeeding manipulation (for example in Nevin

et al. 1983) could be interpreted in another way. Reinforcer density established during VT

dark-key prefeeding periods (in the absence of the colored key Sys) could control response

rate. Then reinforcer density during experimental components (rather than the key colors)

might act as an SD. If this were the case, response rate immediately after presentation of

dark key food should most closely match that of the VI schedule with the closest reinforcer

density. In Nevin et al., the VI schedules delivered '10,42, and729 reinforcers per hour

respectively for the VI360s, VI86s, and VI28s reinforcement schedules. The dark key VT

schedules delivered 60,'1.20,180, and 300 reinforcers per hour (lv[ = 165) respectively for the

VT 60s, VT 30s, VT 20s, and VT 12s schedules. From this perspective, such a VT delivered

reinforcement density, acting as SD, would maintain responding most in schedules with

greatest reinforcement rate (and greatest response rate). For example if the two VI

schedules were VI28s and VI360s, the dark key food reinforcer rate (M = 165 reinforcers

per hour) would better match the response rate of VI28s (M = 129 reinforcers per hour).

Thus the response rate in the VI28s schedule should decrease less than the response rate in

the VI360s schedule, and responding in the VI28s schedule would appear more resistant to

change. This alternative explanation seems to fit for the various combinations of VI and VT

used.

Nevin et al. discarded data from the second and subsequent sessions of the dark key

prefeeding manipulation due to the extreme decrease of response rate in the later sessions.

This suggests that the nature of the maintaining contingencies was changing. This, along

with the problem of reinforcer density acting as an SD, suggest that use of disrupters other

than dark-key VT prefeeding might be a valuable change in experimental design.

The use of extinction as disrupter also seenìs to present problems. Nevin et al (p 57)
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suggest that "extinction of a frequently reinforced performance may be more discriminable,

and hence by analogy a greater external force, than extinction of an infrequently reinforced

performance." It seems that extinction also weakens the maintainÍng contingency. As

mentioned earlier, McClean and Blampied (1995) suggest that "internal" disrupters which

change the consequences of responding (such as prefeeding and extinction) compromise the

behavioral momentum model.

Nevin et al. (1983) did test and support the behavioral momentum model as defined in

that study. However rate-matching occurred only for one pigeon out of the six, so the rate

matching law did not generally seem in effect. This points out that matching law and

behavioral momentum properties are, at least in part, independent, illustrating two

different ways to show sensitivity to different reinforcement densities. Data from some later

studies also showed this apparent discrepancy (for example Mace et al., 1990), while in

other studies data supported both matching law and behavioral momentum properties.

The properties of the behavioral momentummodel have been supported in a variety

of multi-schedule experiments using other disrupters (see Appendix A). However

parametric manipulations to test the behavioral momentum power laws have occurred

exclusively in experiments using either dark key VT pre-feeding or extinction, and

exclusively with non-humans. Therefore parametric research wíth other disrupters and

with human participants is needed to test the generality of the behavioral momentum

model.

The Mace et al. (1990) Study

Mace et al. (1990) tested the behavioral momentum model, working with two

participants who were human adults with developmental delays. Mace et al.'s two

experiments were based on the methods of Nevin et al.(1983). Mace et al. employed a
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multi-element design with multiple baselines across participants. Sorting of plastic

tableware was the operant, and the disrupting operation consisted of the display of a

videotaped program on a TV screen (an "external" disrupter). This acted as a concurrent

distracting stimulus (CDS). Reinforcers were participants'choice of popcorn or coffee.

The SD's were the colors of the plastic tableware (red or green) in different design

components. The reinforcement schedules for the first experiment were VI60s and VI240s

(4 and L reinforcers per 4 minute session respectively). The results were ordinally consistent

with those of Nevin et al. (1983), that is, there was greater resistance to change in the

schedule with the higher rate of reinforcement. In their second experiment, one

reinforcement schedule was VI 60s while the other combined VI60s with concurrent VT

30s. In this second experiment, although both schedules had the same operant (response-

reinforcement) contingency, responding in the combined schedule (with the higher total

reinforcement rate in the stimulus-reinforcer contingency) was more resistant to change.

This is the "Pavlovian" (stimulus-reinforcer) relationship between total reinforcement and

resistance to change that Nevin (1984) uncovered.

Mace et al. reported (p 168) that "the resistance of human performance to distraction is

a positive function of the frequency of reinforcement signaled by task-related stimuli", and

"this effect is independent of the baseline response rate and the response-reinforcer

contingency." Thus they found that for the VI schedules used, decrease in response rate

was consistently less with schedules which provided higher rates of reinforcement (and

hypothetically greater behavioral mass), and more with schedules which provided lower

rates of reinforcement (and by inference, lower behavioral mass). Like the Nevin et al.

(1983) study, that of Mace et al. (1990) did not show any consistent relationship between

response rate and reinforcement rate.
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The Mace et al. experiment seeÍìs to be free of the problems with "intetnal"

disrupters, since the CDS used did not affect the available reinforcement schedules. The

authors appeared to assume that the CDS remained at a constant level. However the actual

level of disruption may have been influenced by changes in the reinforcing nature of the

videotaped program. In all cases, the second session of CDS showed a lower sorting rate

than the firsf suggesting that that there were actual differences in disruption.

Since only one level of CDS and two reinforcement schedules were used in each

experiment, parametric relationships could not be tested.

Experiment L

Experiment L was a parametric investigation designed to gather data to

systematically test the behavioral momentum model. In order to provide such a test, four

levels of disrupter (other than baseline) and three different VI schedules were included in

the experiment.

The current research combined features fromboth the Nevin et al. (1983) and Mace

et al. (1990) experiments, in order to systematically generalize their findings along several

dimensions, including nature of participant, type of behavior, reinforcer, and disrupting

operation. Also there has been little basic behavioral momentum research with human

participants (Plaud and Gaither,1996b). See Table 3 for a comparison of the experimental

design with the designs of Nevin et al. (1983) and Mace et al. (1990).

One improvement in the current experiment was the presence of a variable related

to actual rather than nominal degree of disruption. In previous studies (for example the

Mace et a1.,1990 use of a videotape) the researchers seemed to assume that keeping some

external factor related to the disruption (nominal disrupter level) stable guaranteed an



Table 3

Comparison of Experimental D esigns

Participants

Operant

SD

Pigeons

n=6

pecking keys

red or green lit keys

Reinforcer

Reinforcement

schedules

Disrupting

Operation

Nevin et al, (1983)

access to food pellets

Pairs of Vl 28s, Vl 86s, Vl 360s

Dark-key prefeeding

(VI 12s, 20s, 30s, 60s)

Extinction (7 sessions)

2 schedule Multi-element (1 min duration

components, 30 s dark-key before each)

Pecking Rates

Baseline (A)followed by Disrupter (B) in an AB

design

Nature of Trials

Developmentally

Delayed adults, n =2

Sorting cutlery

Red or green plastic cutlery

Response Measure

Type of Replication

Mace et al. (1990)

Popcorn or coffee

(participant's choice)

Expt, 1: Vl60s, Vl 240s,

Expt, 2: Vl 60s, Vl 60s with W30s

CDS:Video Excerpts

(action and music video - one level)

I ntroductory Psychology students,

Expt. 1: n =15, Expt.2: n =6

Sorting letters (drag with mouse)

Letters, target and border lit with SD hue

Expt, 1: Lime, Fuchsia, orAqua
Expt.2: Lime, Aqua

game points (towards lottery tickets for a cash

draw)

Expt, 1: three Vl schedules (4 s,12 s, 48s)

Expt, 2: two Vl schedules (4s, 48s)

CDS: changing number pairs

(Baseline has no CDS)

Expt, 1: 5 CDS levels including baseline

Expt, 2: 3 CDS levels including baseline

Multi-element (2 min components, 5 s pauses)

Expt, 1: 15 components(3 Vl x 5 CDS levels)

Expt. 2: 6 components (2 Vl x 3 CDS levels)

Sorting Rates

Each session is Multi-element, Sessions are

repeated with different sequences of CDS level

and reinforcement schedule combinations

Current Study

2 schedule Multi-element (4 min duration

component)

Sorting Rates

Baseline alternated with CDS in an ABAB

design, multiple BL across participants
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actual, constant level of disruption.

Like the earlier experiments, experiment 1 of the current study employed a single

case design using disrupter level and reinforcement schedule as the two independent

variables. The multi-element experimental design (Sidman, 1960, pp.323-340) compared all

L5 elements in each session. The 15 elements were combinations of the 5 CDS levels

(including baseline) with the 3 reinforcement schedules.

Method

Particioants+

The participants were L5 students recruited from introductory psychology courses at

the University of Manitoba. These students had to contribute time as experimental

participants as part of course requirements. The participants included 9 males (age range

t8-22, median age 18) and 6 females (age range 18-29, median age 20).

Apparatus and Setting

Fifteen micro-computers located in the psychology computer lab at the University of

Manitoba were used simultaneously, each computer with one participant. The computers

were spaced to provide maximum distance between individual participants. The

computers' operating system was Windows NT 4.0. Each computer had a hard drive, SVGA

video display, 15-inch color monitor, keyboard, mouse, and31/z-inch floppy drive. Each

computer used the same experimental administration program (developed for this and

similar experiments) with different session design files. The program stored participant

identification as well as experimental data on disk.

Experimental data stored included response rate, points earned and current

schedule parameters for each 2-minute segment of the experiment. In additiorç data on the

disrupting stimulus and associated task were recorded.
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Experimental behavior

The experimental behavior consisted of sorting of letters ('A' through'D') on the

computer screen by moving them to matching targets via the computer mouse. This

simulated the sorting behavior in the Mace et al. (1990) experiments. The participant

selected a letter by moving the cursor on top of the letter, and then pressing the left mouse

button. At this time the cursor image changed from that of an arrow to that of a hand, and

the letter and its matching target were enlarged to emphasize them and the font used was

thicker. Font for both letter selected and matching target changed from MS san serif to Arial

Black (a thicker, bolder font). The font size of the letter selected increased from Ll points to

20 points, while the font size of the matching target increased Írorr;-20 points to 24 points

(as shown in Figure DL in Appendix D).

The participant then used the computer mouse (with left button depressed) to drag

the selected letter to the matching target. As a letter neared its target, the target moved

away, but still could easily be contacted. This target movement ensured more continuous

attention to the sorting task. When a letter contacted the correct target, the letter and target

disappeared. Immediately thereafter the target reappeared in its original position, and the

sorted letter was placed randomly at the bottom of the screen þoth with their original font

and.size).

Thus the discriminated operant was the dragging of a letter (via movement of the

mouse) from the bottom to the matching target at the top of the display. The screen border,

moveable letters, and target letters all were colored with the SD hue for the current

reinforcement schedule. The letters to be sorted were within a rectangular array at the

bottom of the screen. This array was composed of a random arrangement of 16 letters, four

of each of the letters'A'through'D'. The targets were boxes at the top of the screerç also
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labeled 'A' through'D'. (See Figure D2 in Appendix D for an image of the display screen.)

Reinforcement Procedures

The three reinforcement schedules were VI3s, YI12s, and VI48s, and the SD hues

were aqta, fuchsia and lime. The reinforcers dispensed by the computer program were

points that could be exchanged for lottery tickets, which were in turn used in a draw for

small cash prizes. When a point from sorting was available the participant accepted the

point by pressing the space bar in response to an underlined blinking message that was

displayed directly under the displayed target letters (above the letters to be sorted). Then

the session point total was incremented by one point. Continued sorting was prevented

until the earned point was accepted.

At the end of the last experimental session, pafücipants exchanged accumulated

points for ticket draws, one draw for each 250 points earned. Each draw consisted of

selecting 1 of the 100 tickets. In these 100 tickets, 1. was marked with a value oÍg20.00,2

with $5.00, 4with$1.00, 16 with $0.25, 37 with $0.10, and 40 with $0.05. The expected value

of each draw was $0.437.

Disruptins Operation

During the experiment, two changing numbers were displayed at the top right of

the computer screen. The numbers changed at the end of intervals whose duration was a

negative function of the CDS level, that is duration of the intervals during which the two

numbers remained static was shorter with higher nominal disrupter level (and higher rate

of number change). The numbers in the CDS pair became equal every 3 to7 s (VT 5s) .

The duration of those intervals þefore the next number change) was 2.00s, 1.50s,

1.125s,0.844s,0.633 s,0.475s,or0.356sforcDSlevels1.,2,3,4,s,6,and7 respectively.

These CDS durations are in geometric progression (each 3/a ofthe preceding one). CDS
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level L was not used for any participants. Baseline had no CDS, and was defined as CDS

level0. The CDS level digits represented the nominal amounts of disruption. The actual

interval during which a 'T' press response was accepted was one of the above durations

incremented by 0.2s (i.e. 2.20s,1.70s,L.325s,1.044s,0.833s, 0.675s, or 0.556 s).

The participants were instructed to press the'T'key on the keyboard every time that

the two numbers were the same. Thus this'T' pressing task acted as a disrupting behavior

that could be performed simultaneously with the sorting behavior. 'T'pressing did not

change the point total displayed on the screen. Participants could sort with the right hand

on the mouse, and press the'T' and space bar keys with the left hand on the keyboard, and

they all developed this hand placement without instruction.

The'T'pressing accuracy (TPA) was measured as the number of 'T's actually

detected within the intervals expressed as a percentage of the total number possible in a

component. Ooly one'T'press per interval was possible. This'T'pressing task served four

purposes:

1) This task required attention to the CDS independent of the primary task

(sorting), and thus caused distraction.

TPA served as a CDS manipulation check. If TPA dropped rtear zero, it indicated

that the participant might be ignoring the CDS in favor of the sorting task.

TPA acted as an indicator of the actual amount of distraction that caused sorting

rate decreases, as distinct from the nominal distraction indicated by the CDS

level.

4) TPA could be used to choose CDS levels appropriate for each participant.

The changing numbers associated with the matching task did not interfere directly with the

sorting task or with the reinforcement contingencies maintaining sorting so that this

2)

3)
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disrupter avoided possible problems associated with dark key food presentation or

extinction.

The computer program did not permit repeats when a key was held down. A short

message "Do not hold the keys down: Please continue" appeared if any key was held down

long enough for the computer program to receive an automatic repeat of the key. This

message disappeared when the key was released. Also if the participant pressed the'T'key

when the numbers were not equal, the program displayed the message"Do Not press the

'T'key until the numbers match! (Click on'OI( to continue)" . The participant was then

required to click on the'OK button in the message box to continue the sorting task. This

message and interruption were intended to instruct the participant and also to serve as

aversive stimuli for incorrect'T'pressing outside of the intervals.

Experimental Design

The two independent variables in the multi-element design were reinforcement

schedule and CDS level, while the main dependent variable was letter sorting rate (mean

sorting responses per minute). Experimental components consisted of the various

combinations of 3 VI schedules (with associated SD hues) and 5 CDS levels (0 with no CDS,

and 3, 4,5, and 6 with different number change frequencies). In eachVI schedule, the

random distribution of the VI intervals was rectangular (uniform) with a range of 1/z oÍ tirre

parameter value. To illustrate, the VI12s schedule intervals ranged uniformly from 6s to

18s, as generated randomly by the computer program.

The experimental data for each 2-minute component included sorting rates and TPA.

Data also included results from two questionnaires. The questionnaires were as follows:

Questionnaire L ( administered after sorting training): There were two types of

questions. The first type (paired comparisons) presented the names of two hues
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along with a "no difference" alternative, and the participant was asked to choose

which had more (or less) points paired with it. The second type of question

presented the names of all three hues, along with the "no difference" alternative,

and the participant was asked to choose the one which had the most (or least)

points paired with it. The purpose of these questions was to determine if the

participant discriminated among point densities for the different schedules.

Questionnaire2 (administered at the end of the last experimental session): In

addition to questions like those from the first questionnaire, questionnaire 2 also

included open-ended questions asking for descriptions of any rules or strategies

that the participant used for sorting and'T'pressing.

Each experimental participant attended nine sessions. Each session was composed of a

sequence of fifteen 2-minute components, with a pause of 5s between components. These 15

components consisted of a sequence of five CDS levels. For each CDS level, three

components were presented in sequence, each with that CDS level, but each using a

different VI schedule (in random order). In the experimental sessions, the order of these

CDS levels was baseline followed by four CDS levels. Order of the four non-baseline CDS

levels was partially counterbalanced across sessions.

The first two sessions were for sorting training sessions (all components CDS

level0). The next training session involved sorting along with CDS level2, in order to train

participants in simultaneous sorting and'T' pressing. Each of the following experimental

sessions introduced the same 5 levels of CDS (levels 0,3, 4,5, and 6) for all participants.

Each of the 9 sessions lasted under 35 minutes, including pauses and instruction. There

were 2 sessions on each of 4 days, and l. session on the 5ù day. Administration of the second

questionnaire and ticket draws occurred at the end of this last session.
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During the 5s pause between components, a message appeared on the otherwise

blank black screen. It stated the number of points earned in the previous component

(printed in the SD hue of the schedule for that component) and also stated the color that

would be used in the next component (printed in the hue of the next appearing SD).

Results

The main dependent variable was letter sorting rate (mean number of letters sorted

per minute). Baseline sorting rates ranged from 17 to 33 responses per minute. These rates

are comparable to the baseline sorting rates (20 to 35 per minute) in Mace et al. (1990).

The data will be surveyed to see if the behavioral momentum properties are

supported. Sorting rate as a function of CDS level will be examined first in order to

determine if the required sorting rate decrease occurred with increased CDS level

(property 1). Then data on resistance-matching will be considered next in order to examine

if the data supported behavioral momentum property 2 (resistance-matching). Next, sorting

rate data will be investigated to determine the presence of the rate-matching property.

Finally questionnaire data and the results from'T' pressing will be presented.

Sorting rate as a function of CDS level

The effect of CDS level on sorting rate is depicted in Figure L, where on each graph

there are three response rate plots, one for responding under each reinforcement schedule.

Turning first to the data depicted in the top left graph of the figure, we can see that for

participant L, response rate generally decreases with increased disruption. Schedule effects

are not apparent, with no consistent difference between the plots for any of the three

schedules.
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This general pattern of results is replicated across most participants. An exception

occurs for two participants (8 and 11), who show lower response rates for VI48s relative to

the other two reinforcement schedules (both of which had higher reinforcement densities).

Also of note is that, for some participants (1 through 10), response rate increases (rather

than decreases) from CDS level 3 to 4, with the plots displaying a 'V shaped region there.

Resistance-matching

The effect of CDS level on relative sorting rate (compared to baseline rate for each schedule)

is depicted in Figure 2. Relative response rate (as a percentage of baseline rate) is

( R / Rar ) xL00%, where R is response rate and R¡r is the baseline response rate for the

same reinforcement schedule. These relative rates allow comparison of relative changes

between schedules in order to assess resistance matching.

The behavioral momentummodel predicts that relative decrease in response rate

should be least under the schedule with the greatest total reinforcer density. For any

participant, schedule effects for resistance would be shown in the participant's graph in

Figure 2 through comparison of the relative response rate plots for the different schedules.

If resistance matching þehavioral momentum model property 2) occurs, the VI48s relative

rate plot would be lowest (gteatest relative decrease), followed by that of VI L2s, with the

VI3s relative rate plot being the highest (least relative decrease).

Only five of the graphs in Figure 2 show any consistent schedule effect between

relative response rates, those of participants L, 5,9,1.0, and 14. In each of these cases, there

is no difference between two of the schedules, with the third showing a consistent

difference.
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Consider first the graph of participant L (at the top left of Figure 2) That graph

shows how relative sorting rate (for each reinforcement schedule) varies with CDS level for

CDS levels 3, 4,5, and 6. The relative rate under VI 48s is consistently lower than those

under VI3s or VI12s. This demonstrates that resistance matches reinforcement density

forVl4Ss relative to the other schedules. F{owever since the relative rate plots for VI3s and

VI12s are not noticeably different, resistance matching is not apparent when comparing

VI3s and VI12s.

For participant 5, the relative response rate graph shows VI3s and VI48s plots

similar, but with that of VI12s being consistently highest. This indicates that resistance was

not matched to reinforcement density for participant 5. For participant9, the graph in

Figure 2 shows a larger schedule effect than those of the other participants. Although the

relative rate plots for VI 12s and VI48s do not differ consistently, that of VI 3s remains

above the other two for all CDS levels. This illustrates resistance-matching for VI3s relative

to the other two schedules. Participant L0 shows a pattern similar to that of participant9,

but with lowest resistance for VI3s ("under-matching"). With participant 14, there is a

small difference between the relative rates for VI48s and those of VI3s and VI 12s. As with

participant L, the relative rates for VI48s are consistently lower, displaying a small degree

of resistance-matching.

Thus there were no relative response rate schedule effects for 10 of tfre fS

participants. Of those who did display a resistance schedule effect, three participants (1.,9,

and 14) showed some resistance-matching, and two (participants 5 and 10) showed

patterns contrary to resistance matching across CDS levels.

Comparison of relative rate ratios

Relative rates and relative rate ratios are shown in Table 4 for the five participants
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who showed some resistance schedule effects. In each case, these values are shown only for

the two schedules which showed a schedule effect.If the two schedules that had no

difference included VI 3s, then the VI 3s relative rates were used. If they were VI 12s and VI

48s, then the VI48s relative rates were used. This rule guaranteed maximum difference in

reinforcer density between the two schedules compared (e.g. for participant 1, VI3s was

compared to VI48s). For each CDS level, the relative rate ratio was calculated by dividing

the VI3s relative rate by that of the other schedule. Relative rate ratios near L.0 indicate no

meaningful difference between the two relative rates, those greater than L.0 indicated that

VI3s showed more resistance to change, and those ratios less than 1.0 indicated that the

other schedule had more resistance to change.

Rate-matching.

The matching law (rate matching) predicts higher response rates under schedules

with higher reinforcer densities. Rate matching for any participant would be seen in the

participant's graph in Figure L, with the sorting rates (across CDS levels) at VI48s being

lowest, followed by those of VI 12s, with those of VI 3s the highest. This was generally not

the case.

Onty for participants I and 11., and to a lesser degree for participantl'4, did the graphs

show any schedule effects on response rate, and even with those participants it was not

evident for all schedules. For participants I and 1l- there was no sorting rate difference

between the VI 3s and VI 12s schedules, although the rate under the VI 48s schedule was

consistently lower than the rate for the other two schedules. For participant 14, there was

no effect evident between VI12s and VI 48s, while VI 3s response rate was generally

greater. For these participants the schedule effect was that of rate-matchinp but only for

comparison of one schedule to the undifferentiated other two schedules.
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Table 4

Relative Rate and BehavionlVelocity Rafios in Experiment 1

(Selected Pa rticipants and Schedules).

Participant CDS
(schedules) level

Relative rates Relative
Vl 3 Vl l2or 48 rate ratio

13
(Vl3s, Vl48s) 4

5

(Vl 3s, Vl 12s)

I
(Vl 3s, Vl48s)

10

(Vl3s, Vl48s)

14

(Vl3s, Vl 48s)

77.9 68.7

81.0 78.3

73.1 66.1

66.8 61.3

74.2 88.6

87.9 93.4

82.4 89.2

65.4 73.6

85.0 69.3

89.6 64.9

80.0 69.7

80.0 58.4

75.7 84.7

79.2 85.7

72.3 75.4

71.3 73.4

86.7 83.1

86.5 83.6

86.7 82.3

87.8 78.2

1.134

1.035

1.105

1.090

0.837

0.941

0.924

0.888

1.227

1.380

1.144

1.365

0.894

o.924

0.959

o.971

1.O44

1.030

1.054

1.122

'T'oressins

Effects of CDS level on'T' pressing accuracy (TPA) are shown for each participant in

Figure 3. Consider first the graph of participant L at the top left of Figure 3. TPA generally
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decreases with increasing CDS level, with no consistent TPA difference between schedules

across CDS levels At CDS level3, TPA is lower than at level4 for VI3s and VI12s. From

that point onwards, there is a steady decrease of TPA for all three schedules. From CDS

level4 onwards, the rate of decrease is least for VI48s, next largest for VI1.2s, and greatest

for VI 3s. It appears that the rate of TPA decrease " artti- matches" or contrasts with the

reinforcement densities for letter sorting. This is similar to a behavioral contrast effect

(Nevin, 1992a), except that it is a resistance effect rather than a rate effect, and'T'pressing

is maintained by instruction and rules rather than by reinforcement.

The general pattern of decreasing TPA with increasing CDS level is true for all

participants. There is no consistent schedule effect for TPA with any of the participants.

However there is a schedule effect for TPA rate of decrease (a resistance contrast effect),

with greater TPA rate of decrease evident when sorting is under VI3s for participants 1-,12,

L3, and to a lesser degree with participant 14. This is consistent with the concept that

sorting acts as a disrupter for the'T' press task, with amount of disruption being greatest

with the schedule that displays the greatest resistance to sorting rate change. This is also

consistent with less "effort" being expended on the 'T' press task when it competes for

"attention" with sorting under schedules with greater reinforcement densities.

Ouestionnaire Data

On questionnaire 1, all but one participant correctly put the SD hues' names in order

based on reinforcement schedule point densities. On questionnaire 2, allparticipants did

this correctly. Thus all participants verbally matched schedule SD hues to reinforcer

densities. Also on questionnaire2, two participants gave rules that described their sorting

rates. The other participants either did not answer the question about rules, gave

descriptions of physical orientation of hand and eyø or described strategies they tested
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based on order of letters sorted.:

participant 1L: "Put less effort into the VI 48s schedule since it always gives 2 or 3

points." This rule seems to state that sortingratefor VI48s should be lower and

does not talk about the VI 3s or VI12s schedules except in comparison to VI48s.

This corresponds to participant 11.'s sorting rate pattern, where the VI48s rate is

consistently lower, while the other two schedules do not show rate differences.

participant 1.4:"Ignore the CDS inVI3s since that schedule gave more points." This

rule seems to state that less effort on the'T'press task should be made for the VI

3s schedule where the most points were earned. With participant 14, there was

only a minor difference between schedules for sorting rate, with that of VI 3s

highest and that of VI48s lowest.

It appears that, for these two participants, rate matching occurred, but only participant 14

also showed similar resistance matching. Please note that each rule only discussed one

schedule (relative to the other two), and for both participants, there were no differences

between the other two in either sorting rate or resistance to change.

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 also tested the behavioral momentum model. Since the results from

Experiment L showed small schedule effects and rate decreases with CDS, it seemed

valuable to retest the behavioral momentum model with manipulations that would cause

greater effects. By maximizing the effects of the independent variables, Experiment 2 was

intended to provide conditions more favorable to the behavioral momentum model. In

doing so the parametric manipulations were forsaken. Experiment 2utllized only two VI

sched.ules (VI3s, VI48s) and two CDS levels (plus baseline) for eacþ participant. In other

respects the two experiments were identical, including behaviors, setting, CDS,
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questionnaires, and instructions.

Method

Participants

There were 6 particípants (all females, age range 1940, median age26). They also

were students from the introductory psychology course.

Elements and sewrencing.

The components of the multi-element design consisted of the six combinations of

three CDS levels (including baseline with CDS level 0) with two reinforcement schedules.

The CDS levels for each participant were optimized for that participant. These levels were

found from a ranging session. The ranging session sequence consisted of baseline followed

by the 7 CDS levels in increasing order. The higher level chosen for a participant was that

which showed the greatest sorting rate decreases while still maintaining a TPA greater than

'1.5% lor both schedules. The lower CDS level chosen for a participant was that which had a

sorting rates approximately midway between those at the highest CDS level and baseline.

Thus the values of VI (VI 3s, VI48s) and CDS were chosen to maximize both schedule and

CDS effects.

In Experiment 2 there were a total of 8 sessions (2 sessions on each of 4 days). Each

session consisted of a sequence of CDS levels. For each CDS level, one component with

VI3s and another with VI48s were presented (in random order). The first two sessions

consisted of sorting training and the third of training in'T'pressing along with sorting.

The fourth was the ranging session, and the last four sessions were experimental sessions.

Each of the first two experimental sessions consisted of L6 components (8 pairs). The

sequence of CDS levels was baseline, then three repeats of each of the participant's two

CDS levels, baseline again, and finally another three repeats of the two CDS levels. The last
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two experimental sessions were shortened to allow time for the second questionnaire and

ticket draws. The sequence of CDS levels then was baseline, then two repeats of each of the

2 CDS levels, baseline again, and finally another 2 repeats of each of the 2 CDS levels. The

CDS levels in each repetition were presented in random order.

Results

As in Experiment L, the mai.n dependent variable was mean number of letters sorted

per minute. Baseline sorting rates ranged from 18 to 28 responses per minute,

approximating those of the first experiment. The data from Experiment 2wlllbe examined

as in Experiment L to see if the behavioral momentum properties are supported. First

sorting rate as a function of CDS level will be examined. Then relative response rates will

be compared to test resistance-matching. Next, sorting rate data will be investigated to

determine the presence of the rate-matching property. Finally results on verbal rules and

the'T'pressing behavior will be presented and compared to resistance and rate matching

patterns.

Sortins rate as a function of CDS level

The effect of CDS level on sorting rates is shown in Figure 4. First examining the

data for participant 1 at the top left of Figure 4,we can see that response rate decreases with

increasing CDS level. Although the rates are the same at baseline, the rates for VI48s are

higher than the rates for VI3s at CDS levels 3 and7.

Participant 2 shows a greater rate difference between schedules, and this difference

is evident for baseline as well as for CDS levels 2 and 6. Here it is the rates for VI3s that are

higher. Participant 3 shows a similar pattern to that of participant2, but with a smaller

schedule effect.

Participants 4,5, and 6 also show the same decrease of sorting rate with increasing
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CDS level, bút do not show any differences between schedules. In general, all rate decreases

were greater than those in Experiment 1, validating the strengthened CDS manipulation.

0236702367
CDS Level CDS Level

Figure 4. Sorting rate as a function of CDS levelin Experiment 2.

Resistance-matching

Resistance-matching is the central property of the behavioral momentum model. It

predicts that the relative response rates for VI 3s should be greater than those of VI 48s for

alt CDS levels. The graphs of relative rate as a function of CDS level are shown in Figure 5.

Participants 1 and 2, andto a lesser extent participant 3, showed differences between

the relative sorting rates for VI3s and VI48s schedules, while the other three participants

showed no schedule effect. Consider the graph for participant 1 at the top left of Figure 5.

21 3 4

6
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The relative rates are lower under the VI3s schedule than under VI48s for CDS levels 3 and

7. This is the opposite of that predicted by the behavioral momentum model's resistance-

matching property. With participant 2, therelative rates are higher under the VI 3s

schedule, and this is consistent with resistance matching. Participant 3 displayed a small

degree of resistance matching. Thus three participants did not show any differences

between relative resistance, while one showed resistance "under-matching" and two

participants showed resistance-matching.

Comoarison of relative rate ratios

Relative rate ratios are shown in Table 5. The relative rate ratio was calculated by

dividing the relative rate under VI 3s by the relative rate under VI 48s.

2367
GDS Level

2 3 4

6

36
CDS Level

Figure 5. Relative response rates as a function of CDS level in Experiment 2.
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A relative rate ratio near 1.0 indicates that there was no appreciable difference

between relative rates (participants 4,5, and 6, e.g. for particip anl4 at CDS level 3, the

relative rate ratio is 0.98). A relative rate ratio gteater than L.0 reflects rate matching, with

greater relative rate for VI 3s (participants 2 and 3) while a ratio less than 1.0 indicates

under-matching (participant 1).

Rate-matching

In Experiment2, rate matching for any participant would be seen in the graphs in

Figure 4. The rate matching law predicts that the VI48s sorting rate plot should be lower

than that of VI 3s at baseline and at both CDS levels.

Table 5

Relative Rate Ratios in Experiment 2 (Vl 3s to Vl 48s).

Participant CDS Relative rates % Relative rate
level Vl 3s Vl 48s ratio

2

3

3

7

3

6

5

b

3

7

2

6

3

7

3

7

68.2 83.2

48.6 57.0

69.5 51.5

62.0 32.6

78.9 74.0

58.6 53.9

69.0 70.6

50.9 53.3

78.0 79.8

54.6 55.2

68.5 70.6

60.7 63.8

0.82

0.85

1.35

1.90

1.06

1.09

0.98

0.96

0.98

0.99

0.97

0.95

With participant L, sorting rates are equal at baseline, but for the two CDS levels the

VI 3s rate is slightly lower than that of VI48s. This is the opposite of what the rate matching
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law predicts. In contrast, the graph for participant 2 shows rate matching throughout' The

patterns for participant 5 and 3 are similar to those of participants 1 and 2 respectively' but

the differences are quite small. Participants 4 and 6 do not display any appreciable rate

differences between schedules. Thus two participants demonstrate rate matching, two

others show rate "under-matching" , andthe remaining two show no sorting rate schedule

effect.

Relationship between rate and resistance patterns'

In Experiment 2 some consistent ordinal relationships between rate and resistance to

change patters were apparent. Participantsl.,2,and 3 displayed a clear ordinal relationship

for both rate and resistance. For these participants the patterns were the same, that is,

participant 1 showed under-matching for both rate and resistance, while participants 2 and 3

showed matching for both rate and resistance. This suggests that a colnmon mediating

mechanism for both rate and resistance sensitivity across schedules might be present'

'T'pressing and TPA resistance

The effect of CDS level on TPA is depicted in Figure 6. Here, as in Experiment 1,

TpA generally decreased with increasing CDS level. Since TPA, like letter sorting rate,

decreased with increasing CDS level, it seems valuable to investigate the TPA graphs for

schedule effects, both for TPA value and sorting rate resistance to change'

Consider the graph for participant 2 in Figure 6' There is no TPA difference between

schedules at the first CDS level. However the rate of TPA decrease is greater when the

sorting reinforcement schedule was vI3s. The graphs of the other participants also showed

no difference at the first CDS level. However when looking at the ratio of TPA at the second

CDS level to that at the first (i.e. relative decreases) showed that several' (1',2,3, and 4) had
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different relative decreases for the two schedules. These TPA ratios provided data on'T'

pressing resistance to change.

23672367
CDS Level GDS Level

Figure 6. TPA as a function of CDS level in Experiment 2.

In order to examine this TPA "deceleration" effect, ratios of TPA at the second CDS

level to that at the first CDS level were compared for the 2 VI schedules. These TPA change

ratios are shown in Table 6, which also compares them with the mean ratios of sorting

relative rates. The TPA ratios for participants 5 and ó have values near 1.00, reflecting a lack

o1'T pressing resistance schedule effect.

It seems that there is a negative relationship between sorting and'T' pressing

resistances to change for participants 1, 2, and3. This is consistent with the schedule with

greater sorting resistance (i.e. greater mean relative rate ratio) acting as a greater disrupter

for the'T'press task, causing the greatest relative T?A "deceleration" (i.e. lower TPA

change ratio). Of those participants who showed no appreciable sorting resistance (4, 5, and

6), participants 5 and 6 also did not show any schedule effect for TPA change, while

participant 4 showed greater "deceleration" for VI 3s.

2 3
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Table 6

Change Rafios forTPA and Relative Sorting Rate in Expeiment 2.

Participant TPA change ratio Mean relative rate ratio
(Vl 3s / Vl 48s) (Vl 3s / Vl 48s)

1

2

3

4

5

6

1.30

0.69

0.94

1.20

0.98

0.99

0.84

1.62

1.08

0.97

0.98

0.96

Ouestionnaire Data

All six participants matched SD hues'names with order based on reinforcement

density on both questionnaires. In the second questionnaire, only two participants wrote

rules that described their sorting rate oÍ'T' press patterns. They essentially stated:

Participant 2: "Try to sort faster in the VI 3s schedule." This talks only of sorting

rate, and matches participant 2's sorting rate pattern. However the matching

also extended to resistance to change matching and to the greater TPA

"deceleration" for VI 3s.

Participant 3: "Put more effort into'T'pressing in VI48s since it always gave 3

points." This rule talks about the inverse relationship between the two tasks. It

reflects sorting rates in VI48s not earning extra points, and indicates that 'T'

pressing was given more effort than with VI 3s. This rule matches the

differences between sorting rates, and also is consistent with the greater TPA

"deceleration" with sorting under the VI3s schedule.
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It appears that for the two participants in Experiment 2 who expressed rules about

sorting or'T'pressing, rate matching, rule matching and relative TPA decrease patterns all

were consistent with reinforcer densities.

Discussion

My research was designed to provide a systematic test of the behavioral momentum

model with human participants. The two experiments shared many characteristics, with the

same behavior (sorting), the same disrupter (CDS), and similar multi-element designs.

Experiment L was designed to provide a parametric investigation of behavioral momentum

properties. In contrast, Experiment 2 was designed to provide a more favorable test of the

properties by maximizing the difference (and presumably discrimination) between

reinforcer densities and between CDS levels. On the whole the results from the two

experiments were comparable, so they will be discussed together.

There were several methodological differences between my study and other studies

(e.g. Nevin et a1.,1986 and Mace et al., 1990). The disrupter did not act directly on the

contingencies maintaining responding, being an "external" behavioral force. The nature of

the disrupter also avoided a confound between pre-feeding reinforcer density and schedule

reinforcer densities. A pair of changing numbers with associated'T' press task was used as

disrupter. The number pair rate of change allowed presentation of different levels of CDS,

so that parametric comparisons were possible. The'T'pressing task (and TPA measure)

allowed closer investigation of the actual versus nominal level of disruption. The TPA

measure also provided a manipulation check, showing when CDS was ineffective due to a

participant ignoring it (i.e. when TPA was near 0). The questionnaires also provided a

second manipulation check, verifying that participants did indeed distinguish between

reinforcer densities.
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The first behavioral momentum property states that greater disruption should cause

greater d.ecrease in response rate (for each reinforcement schedule). It is a necessary

condition for testing the second and third behavioral momentum properties. In both

experiments 1 and 2, sorting rate generally decreased with increasing CDS level, indicating

that the CDS manipulation was effective. This greater decrease with greater CDS level was

also true for relative sorting rates, allowing investigation of relative resistance to change.

The second behavioral momentum property states that relative resistance to change

for a discriminated operant should be positively related to reinforcer density. In

Experiment L most participants did not display schedule effects for relative response rate.

Those participants who did display differences between schedules tended to group two

schedules together as if they were equivalent. Of those who showed schedule effects for

resistance to change, some showed matching while others showed contrary patterns. In

Experiment 2, schedule effects were both more cofiunon and more noticeable. Nonetheless'

as in Experiment 1, schedule effects were inconsistent. Therefore the results of the two

experiments taken together do not support the resistance-matching Property of the

behavioral momentum model.

The third behavioral momentum property states that the ratio of behavioral mass for

Wvo schedules should remain constant across different levels of disruption, as shown in

equation 3: mr / nu= ¡r-r (LBz) / ft-t (^81). This is a logical consequence of relative

response rate steadily decreasing with increasing disruption (property 1) and the definition

of behavioral mass in ÂB = f (x/m). In Experiment L, the graphs for some participants and

for some schedules had a "Y" ot "u" shapedpart, and thus the functions there could not

have inverses. Unique behavioral masses could not be calculated in these regions, since the

same value of response rate occurred for two different values of CDS. Hence two values for
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mass would exist corresponding to the same AB. Otherwise property 3 was automatically

satisfied without need for actual calculation of relative mass values.

The rate matching law states that response rate should be positively related to

reinforcement density. It is another way in which schedule effects can be demonstrated

which is independent of resistance matching (Nevin, 1.992b). There were no response rate

schedule effects with most participants in Experiment L, but rate matching did occur in part

with a few participants. In Experiment Z some participants showed no schedule effect,

some showed rate matching, and the rest showed reversed rate matching. Thus, as with

resistance matching, schedule effects for response rate were evident for a minority of the

participants, and of those who did show a schedule effect, results patterns were

inconsistent across participants.

For the few participants who showed schedule effects for both rate and resistance to

change, the effects were consistent ordinally within participants. This suggests that rate and

resistance are consistent indicators of sensitivity to reinforcement density in these

experiments. All reinforcement was both stimulus contingent and resPonse contingent, so

differences between the two (as suggested by Nevin,1998) could not be teased apart. On

questionn aire 2, only four participants wrote rate-matching or resistance matching rules,

but for these participants, rate and resistance schedule effects matched their rules.

Although both sorting rate and TPA decreased with increasing CDS level, data

particularly from Experiment 2, showed that relative change in sorting rate was related to

an opposite relative change in TPA. This action-reaction property might be considered an

analog of Newton's third law of motion: when one object exerts a force on a second object,

the second object in turn acts on the first with an equal and opposite force (Newton,

1.687 /1952). In this study, the'T' press along with the CDS acts a disrupter for sorting, and
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conversely, sorting along with the CDS acts as a disrupter for'T' pressing. From Newton's

second law, the velocity of the more massive object would change less than that of the less

massive object. In this study, when sorting with the schedule that is most resistant to

change (has more behavioral mass), the TPA changed relatively more than when paired

with the other schedule (that had less resistance, and less behavioral mass).

In terms of the behavioral momentum model, the action-reaction dynamic between

sorting rate and TPA could be described in terms of sorting under different schedules

acting as different disruption levels on'T'pressing (as indicated by T"A). The schedule

under which relative response rate showed the lesser change (i.e. with more behavioral

mass) acted as a stronger disrupter, and was associated with greater relative TPA change.

This property could be considered a resistance contrast property. Then this resistance

contrast property could be considered analogous to the rate effect of the behavioral contrast

property in the same way that the resistance matching property of the behavioral

momentum model is analogous to the rate matching of the matching law.

As discussed previously, the key property of. the behavioral momentum model is

resistance matching. In my study the data provide little support for this property. Thus

reinforcer densities alone are not sufficient to explain the findings, and other explanations

must be invoked. One possibility is that CDS might serve as a greater disruption in the VI

3s schedule (versus VI12s or VI48s). This could be due to similarity between the VI3s

schedule and the CDS manipulation's VI5s timing. This could be tested by varying the

temporal parameters of the VI schedule used in CDS timing (for presentation of equal

numbers).

Rule-governed behavior is a second possible mechanism. Four participants stated

rules consistent with their behavior patterns. Rules (and instructions) can enhance or
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impede human approximations to the matching law (Madden et al., 1998;e.g. Torgrud and

Holborry 1990).In both experiments 1 and 2, instructions were used to help shape the

sorting antd'T'press behaviors. It seems likety that instructions helped generate rules

which contributed to the maintenance of these behaviors. The messages displayed during

pauses between components may also have predisposed participants towards forming rules

based on reinforcer density. If these or other factors influenced response patterns, then

resistance and rate could be influenced by them, as well as by reinforcer density.

The results suggest several directions for new research. One such direction would be

to include response independent as well as response dependent reinforcement, so as to

vetlfy the differences between operant and "Pavlovian" contingencies. As in previous

studies (e.g. Mace et al., 1990; Nevin et al., 1984) this would involve schedules that included

VT as well as VI reinforcement. Such a strategy also could serve to increase the magnitude

of reinforcer density differences. A second direction could be to incorporate instructions

that specify behavior in accord with or in opposition to the behavior momentum model. A

third direction for future research would be further investigation of the action-reaction

relationship between the sorting and'T'press tasks. Such study could be valuable, since it

involves a new behavioral momentum property.

The behavioral momentummodel attempts to explain relative persistence in

responding in terms of reinforcement densities and magnitude of disruption. My data

indicate that, under the conditions of my research, the behavioral momentum model does

not explain schedule effects or behavioral persistence with human participants. It appears

that other variables might also affect persistence of responding. It is the task of behavior

analysis to isolate these variables and to describe their effects. Only then will it be possible

to determine if the behavioral momentummodel can reasonably incorporate such findings.
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Appendix A

Basic Behavioral Momentum Research

Nevin et al. (1983) introduced the behavioral momentum model and associated

empirical results. Nevin (lgL4)extended the model to differentiate between effects of

response-contingent and stimulus-contingent reinforcement. For multiple schedule

experiments the model predicts that response rate of the component with the richer

reinforcement schedule should change relatively less when the same disrupter is applied

equally to each component. Previous experimental results had suggested this property as

well as a power law expressing it (Nevin, L988; Nevin,1992b). Also in some studies data

supports the matchinglaw,with response rates greater in schedules with richer response-

contingent reinforcement (Nevin, 1998). Thus response rate depends on the resPonse-

reinforcer (operant) contingency while resistance to change depends on the stimulus-

reinforcer ("Pavlovian") contingency.

In general two types of research have been conducted under the rubric of behavioral

momentum. The first is basic research that has tested and generalizedthe model in several

ways, using different species, reinforcement schedules, and disruptors. The second

investigates an applied technique used to increase compliance to requests (see Appendix B).

This applied technique has been explained in terms of the model and its constructs, but

several authors have suggested that the technique does not clearly fit the model (Nevin,

1998;Brandon and Houlihan,l997; Houlihan and Brandon,1996). This seems in part due to

the difficulty in identifying the reinforcers and schedules. In such applied settings it seems

that the term "behavioral momentum" is no more productive than the term "behavioral

persistence". Consequently only the basic research is discussed in this appendix. Basic

experimental results are suÍunarizedin Table Al".
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As seen in Table A1, rats, pigeons, and humans have been the participants in the

various experiments. Experimental designs have included simple schedules, multiple

schedules, and concurrent chains. Although VI schedules have been the principal type of

schedule used, various other interval and ratio schedules have also been employed,

including a progressive ratio (PR) schedule. Manipulation of VI schedules have included

reinforcer delay, reinforcement duration, value of reinforcer, or nature of the reinforcer.

None of these studies have investigated factors influencing the effectiveness of the

disrupters used.

Table A1

Summary of Behavionl Momentum Experimental Results

P Schedules

Nevin,Mandell, Pigeons
& Atak (1983)

Nevin (1984) prgeons vt 120

Two component Prefeeding,

multiple schedule Vl extinction

Response rates changed as described in the

behavioral momentum model and associated

power laws. Extinction and prefeeding gave

different mass ratios,

Strength of stimulus-reinforcer ("Pavlovian")

contingencies are positively related to resistance to

change, while response rate is related to the

response-reinforcer contingency

Stimulus-reinforcer relation determines resistance

to change

Response rates changed as described in the

model,

The effects of operant contingencies on response

rate and 
uPavlovian" contingencies on resistance to

change were supported,

Results were consistent with the behavioral

momentum model (including'Pavlovian"

contingencies), but the results seemed to

contradict extensions to behavioral contrast and

competition models,

GeneralResults

Nevin et al

(1e87)

Mace et al,

(1ee0)

Nevin et al.

(1ee0)

VI

Vlwith Vl,

Vlwith Vl and W

EqualVl, with W
added to one

component

w 24,

w 120,

extinction

Extinction

CDS

Extinction,

satiation

Prefeeding,

extinction

prgeons

humans

prgeons

VINevin (1992a) pigeons
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Table A1 continued

Harper & pigeons

McClean (1992)

Cohen et al. Rats &

(1993) pigeons

Mc0lean & pigeons

Blampied (1995)

Mauro & Mace rats

(1ee6)

Harper (1996)

pigeons

Plaud & Gaither

(1996b) humans

Grace et al, Rats

(1997) N = 4

Vl 120s with 2s

versus 6s

reinforcement

Simple VR, FR, Vl,

Fl and multiple FR,

FI

Multiple concurrent

Vl : multiple on left

key, unchanged on

right key

Multiple concurrent

VI

Dark key W
prefeeding

W during

schedule or in

timeouts,

prefeeding,

extinction

Dark key W,
change Vl or

extinction on

right key

extinction

The model seemed not to apply when the

disruption is due to changes in the maintaining

schedules,

ln multiple schedules resistance to change and

variation in rates of reinforcement are positively

related, but in simple schedules no consistent

relationship exists.

Some results supported the model, but in short

term changes results were inconsistent

Grace & Nevin

(1ee7)

Plaud, Gaither,

& Lawrence
(1ee7)

Vl 120s with 2s

versus 6s

reinforcement

V|45, with lpoint
versus 10 points

Vl 60s sucrose

versus Vl 60s citric

acid solution

reinforcer

Vl Concunent

chains (preference)

and Vl multiple

schedules to test

resistance to change

V|45, with lpoint
versus 10 points

Dark key W
between

components

Extinction,

Shift to Vl 30,

Shift to Vl 60

w30,w60

Extinction

Wfood
between

compononts

Extinction,

Shift to other

schedules

pigeons

humans

Response rate varied inversely with the rate of

response contingent reinforcement,

Resistance to change was positively related to

stimulus reinforcer contingency for visual stimuli

but there was no observed relation for auditory

stimuli,

Changes in response rate allwere in accordance

with the behavioral momentum model

Changes in response rate all were in accordance

with the behavioralmomentum model

preference was positively correlated to response

rate for all rats, but was related to resistance to

change for 2, and with no relation for the remaining

2 rats

preference and resistance to change are positively

correlated,

Results were consistent with the model. Some

superstitious response patterns, some bias

towards one key over the other.

Table A1 continued
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Cohen (1998)

Grace,

Schwendiman&

Nevin (1998)

Lattal, Reilly, &

Kohn (1998)

Bell (199e)

Vl30 &Vl 120 in

1, simple schedules

2. Alternating daily

3, multiple schedules

1. concurrent chains

2. multiple schedule

PR & yoked interval

schedules

between and within

participants

Vl2 min with

unsignaled,

signaled, or no

reinforcer delay

Prefeeding,

extinction

Unsignaled

reinforcer

delay

lncreasing

ratio (PR)

W pre-

feeding,

extinction

rats

pigeons

Rats

pigeons

pigeons

1. No relationship between resistance to

prefeeding and Vl schedule, but Vl 120 showed

greater resistance to extinction

2. Resistance to prefeeding greater in Vl 30 only

when accompanied with an extinction schedule

3. Resistance to both prefeeding and extinction

were greater in Vl 30 (consistent with behavioral

momentum)

preference decreases and resistance to change

increases with increasing unsignaled

reinforcement delay,

responding maintained by the yoked interval

schedules is more persistent than by PR

Probes showed preference for signaled delay and

no delay over unsignaled delay, while there was no

significant preference between no delay and

signaled delay conditions.

Resistance to change was not determined solely

by 'Pavlovian'contingencies - schedules with

unsignaled delay always were less resistant to

change - preference seems to also play a role in

resistance to change.

The various disrupters have included response independent reinforcement prefeeding

extinctiorL ratio strain (with a PR schedule), unsignaled reinforcer delay, reinforcement rate

shift, and concurrent distracting stimuli (CDS). Results in general have supported the

model in an ordinal sense: the schedule with the greater rate of reinforcement is more

resistant to disruption, and greater degrees of disruption led to larger decreases in response

rate. However only some of the results using pigeons or rats had sufficient data to test and

support the power laws that Nevin et al' (1983) proposed.

Although many experiments supported the behavioral momentum model, some did

so only in certain cases. It seems uncertain to what degree and in what circumstances the
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model fits simple schedules. Cohen et al. (1993) and Cohen (1998) found that rate of

reinforcement is positively related to resistance to change in multiple schedules but not in

simple schedules. However other studies have found that the model was supported with

simple schedules (Cohen, 1.998; Nevin,1988). Harper and McCle an (1992) found that the

model did not fit their data when the disruption was from variation of the contingencies

that maintained responding. They also questioned the use of extinction as a dísrupter in

behavioral momentum research. McClean and Blampied (1995, p 11) suggest that the

behavioral momentum mod.el applies only to "disrupters that are remote from the

contingency maintaining a target response." They also found evidence that the model did

not predict results for short-term exposure to disrupters. Harper (1996) suggested that the

mixed results of Harper and McCle an (1.992) were due to the changed rates of

reinforcement, which may have caused unequal application of disruption across

components. Lattal, Reilly, and Kohn (1998), investigating how responding in pigeons

differed between progressive ratio (PR) and yoked interval schedules, found that

responding under the interval schedules persisted longer. They found that post-

reinforcement pauses (PRP) increased and response rates decreased similarly as both PR

and yoked interval schedules increased in inter-reinforcer interval (IRI). They suggested

that interval schedules generate greater behavioral persistence than do similar ratio

schedules.

Preference for a reinforcement schedule seen$ to play a role in resistance to change.

Relative preference for one reinforcement schedule as opposed to another is measured in

terms of relative initial response rates in two concurrent chains that have those two

schedules in the terminal links. Grace and Nevin (199n suggested that preference and

resistance to change were measures of the same underlying construct. Grace et al. (1997)
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and Grace and Nevin (lggn found that preference and resistance to change were positively

related. Flowever Bell (1999) suggests that the "Pavlovian" contingency that is a part of the

current behavioral momentum model has not been sufficiently investigated. Bell found that

preference an¿ the stimulus-reinforcer contingency were separate factors influencing

resistance to change. Grace, Schwendiman, and Nevin (1993) found that preference

decreases and resistance to change increases with increasing unsignaled reinforcement

delay.

It seems that the behavioral momentum model has strong support in many multiple

schedule experiments, but that several questions remain, such as parametric properties for

other species, applicability to simple schedules, and use in non-steady state situations,

where rate of change (analogous to acceleration) rather than degree of change are

investigated. The relationships between behavioral momentum and several other areas of

basic behavioral research have been investigated conceptually and experimentally. They

include the matching law (Nevin, \990;Nevin, 1998;Plaud and Gaithet,l996a), the law of

effect (Mclean and Blampied.,1992;Nevin, lrggàb),behavioral contrast (Nevin, 1992a), and

behavioral economics (Nevin, Lggs).In addition to looking at areas of overlap, and thus

better defining these areas, the studies also uncovered discrepancies between the

behavioral momentummodel and these studies'results, suggesting need for further

investigation.
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Appendix B

Applied and Other Behavioral Momentum Research

The behavioral momentummetaphor canbe used to generally describe and explain

persistence of behavior in many situations. Mace et al. (1992) used the concepts of

behavioral momentum theory to explain some of the results of "psychological momentum"

in sports psychology.Th"y categotized game events as reinforcers (points, favorable

turnovers), adversities (missed shots, fouls, unfavorable turnovers), and response to

adversities (favorable or unfavorable outcome to the next possession of the ball after an

adversity).Thuy found that favorable response to adversities, such as a basket after a foul

called on their team, occurred more often when the number of reinforcers in the previous

three minutes was higher. Also they observed that a time-out called when the other team

was "hot" (receiving more frequent reinforcers) reduced the other team's rate of

reinforcement immediately afterwards. The momentum of those successes was rendered

less effective through the delay of the time-out. Both situations can be interpreted to show

how a momentum of success leads to more probable success in the immediate future. Mace

et al. point out that this is momentum within a group, not of a the behavior of a single

organism, and that other factors such as modeling and various social reinforcers do

influence an individual player's behavior. Of course, this analysis does not seem to test or

verify the basic behavioral momentummodel'

Mace et al. (1988) considered compliance to be a behavior class for which momentum

could be established. They attempted to increase the rate of compliance for a test request by

preceding it with several other requests with which a participant was likely to comply'

They designed and. used their technique for increasing compliance in developmentally

disabled individ.uals. They categorized requests by likelihood of compliance into high
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probability (high-p) and low probability (low-p). Since " do" arld" dol{t" commands seem

to belong to different stimulus classes, the experiments controlled for this difference by

using both "do" and "dor{t" high-p sequences of requests, matched with "do" and" dot{t"

low-p test requests respectively. In these experiments, the main independent variable was

the presence of the high-p command sequence before a low-p command' The form of the

experiments was as follows: after establishing baselines for compliance, high-p command

sequences were alternated between all" do" and all " dot{t" commands in an ABAB design'

Application of the high-p condition increased rate of compliance greatly for a following

low-p command,, and removal of the preceding high-p sequence caused compliance to low-

p coÍunands to decrease towards baseline rates. Mace et al. varied the experiments to also

test the effects of other independent variables. In their experiments they found:

1. Experimenter attention exerted little if any influence on compliance.

2. When Inter-prompt time (the time between the last command of a high-p

sequence and the low-p command) increased compliance was lower.

3. Compliance latency (time taken to start a task after a command) was greatly

reduced by a high-p coÍunand sequence.

4. Speed of task performance was also improved through prompts and through

contingency management, but the high-p command sequence seemed most

effective.

Mace et al. (1988) conceptu alized.their experiment in terms of behavioral momentum'

Thuy stated "the high-probability command sequence indirectly manipulates rate of

reinforcement to establish what appears to be a'momentun{ of compliant behavior that

may persist when participants are asked to perform a task with a low probability of

compliance.,, (p I24). "Commands that have a high probability of occasioning compliant
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responses are, we assume, discriminative stimuli for behavior that has produced

reinforcement in the past." (p 138). FIowever, it is not clear how the constructs and

properties of the behavioral momentummodel apply in this technique (Nevin, 1998;

Houlihan and Brand on,1996;Brandon and Houlihan,l997). P1aud and Gaither (1996b) also

question whether this type of experiment fits the behavioral momentum paradigm at all, in

part since the reinforcement schedule is continuous instead of intermittent. Mace et al'

agïee that their experiments do not exactly parallel those of Nevin et al. (1983). They

mention the possibility that the results are due to stimulus generalization, but state that it

would not explain the results as well. Nonetheless, stimulus generalization, where a low-p

request temporarily can control behavior by becoming a member of the same stimulus class

as the repeated high-p requests, remains a plausible explanation for increased compliance

to a low-p request. Thus although Mace et al. interpret the high-p sequence technique for

increasing compliance in terms of the behavioral momentum metaphor, they do so in

circumstances where rate of responding persistence, and even nature and rate of

reinforcements are not completely clear'

Nonetheless the high-p technique (Mace et a1.,1988) does exemplify a form of

behavioral persistence, and demonstrates a technique for increasing compliance to requests.

Their experiment led. to several follow-up studies, which investigated the technique's utility

and generality. Since noncompliance with requests for aversive tasks would be negatively

reinforced, this could confound results. This negative reinforcement has been investigated

together with high-p request sequences in several studies (Davis and Brady,1993; Zarcone,

Iwata, Mazaleski, and Smith, uggü).These studies show that this negative reinforcement

does indeed have influence.

To illustrate, Mace and Belfiore (1990) investigated use of high-p command sequences
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to decrease stereotypic touching responses (STR) with a severely mentally retarded

participant. Mace and Belifiore suggest that the STR were maintained by either the

attention invoked, or the negative reinforcement derived from discontinuation of aversive

tasks. Either makes the use of the behavioral momentummodel difficult. The participant

emitted STR at a high rate when given challenging requests. Application of the high-p

command sequence technique led to both increased compliance and decreased stereotypy.

The experimenters suggest two explanations for decreased STR occurring along with

increased compliance. One was the possible topological incompatibility between

compliance responses and. STR. This incompatibility eliminates the negative reinforcement

of the STR. The second possible reason was that the change of reinforcement schedule for

one behavior (compliance) influenced the other (STR).Of additional interest, the high-p

technique continued to be used by staÍf outside the experimental setting and continued to

be effective during the year following the experiment'

Zarcone et al. (1.994) investigated a similar situation, where self-injurious behavior

(SIB) was emitted instead of compliance when certain requests were made' Here the

experimenters determined that the SIB was maintained through negative reinforcement

(escape from aversive tasks).They found that the high-p sequence alone did not reduce SIB.

When the intervention included extinction of the negative reinforcement of SIB as well,

compliance did increase, and rate of SIB also did decrease substantially. Zatcone et al.

mention that extinction alone, in which task completion is enforced, has also been effective

in some studies.

Ducharme and Worling(l99a) successfully used the high-p sequence procedure with

developmentally disabled children in the childrerls homes. Although generally effective, it

did not work with "dor/t" requests with one of their two clients. Ducharme and Worling
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also developed maintenance of compliance through gradual reduction of the number of

high-p requests and increase of the delay between the high-p sequence and the low-p

request.

Davis and Brady (1993) mention several other areas in which the effectiveness of the

high-p sequence technique was examined. These included increasing positive behaviors

such as taking medications, attempts at hard tasks, increased communication, and increased

social interactions. They also íncluded decreasing of negative behaviors such as vomiting,

stereotypy, self-injurious behavior, and aggression'

The high-p sequence technique for increasing compliance seen$ to be a valuable

applied method, useful in a variety of situations. F{owever its value stems from its

effectiveness and not from the use of behavioral momentum terminology that seems

somewhat forced and inappropriate.
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Appendix C

A Discussion of Behavioral Momentum Model constructs

Relative response rate can be expressed as the percentage the rate is of baseline rate'

So relative response rate is R / Rnr-, where R is the rate and Rsr is the rate at baseline In the

behavioral momentum model, ÂB (behavioral velocity) is defined as the log of response

rate relative to baseline, so ÂB = log (R / Rur.), and resistance to change across schedules is

measured in terms of Â8. Since the log function is continuous (no gaps) and always

increasing, ordinal relationships (and equalities) among ÀB values are maintained among

the corresponding relative resPonse rate values.

In this study it is the relative response rates rather than ÅB values that are

compared. This keeps resistance to change measures closer to the original data. Then an

equivalent statement of the behavioral momentum property is that the relative response

rate will be higher for the schedule with greater reinforcement density'

Nevin et al. (1983) generalized the relatively simple proportional relationship

between physical mass, velocity and force (Àv = F /rnrot a consistent duration of

application of the force), with the introduction of a general function f defined as in

¡B = f(x/m). Behavioral velocity (B) is defined as the logarithm of response rate, and is

measured experimentally. So ÂB is also found in terms of change in response rate.

Behavioral force (x) is determined as the level or amount of the disrupting operation.

Behavioral momentum (m) is a derived construct based on behavioral velocity and force. Its

value is found using the inverse of the function f. So m = x / |L(LB ).The units of m depend
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on the units of the disrupting operation x, and thus vary from experiment to experiment.

Moreover the existence of a clearly defined value of m depends on the nature of the

function f. The value of the behavioral mass construct thus far seeÍìs to allow a closer

analogy to Newtonian physics. In Newtonian physics, the mass construct can also be

reduced to its relationship to force and change of velocity. However its value can be easily

and unambiguously measured independently in terms of a uniquely defined standard. In

contrast, behavioral mass as currently defined seem to depend on the nature of the

disruptiorç and also to vary between participants (Nevin et aL,1983; Harper, 1996).

Mathematical functions and their inverses

The properties of mathematical functions and their inverses are expressed in many

introductory calculus texts, (for example Adams, 1999). A mathematical function is a rule or

formula that produces a unique value from any given value (argument). This description

canbeintheformof alistof pairsof values, agraph, oramathematicalformula.Functions

are often given single letter names. An example is f(z) = 2z * 3. This function f gives the

value determined by the formula for any argument z.If z equals 5, then the value f(5) is 2(5)

+ 3 = 13. For each value of the argument z, the function describes a clearly defined result.

The inverse of a function must do the exact opposite of the function. If the function

doubles values, the inverse of the function must half values. If a function cubes values, its

inverse must cube root values. For the above example, the inverse function, f -1 is defined as

f -1(z)=(z-3)/2.So f -1 (13)=5,thereverseof theabove,anditdoesthisreversalforall

values. Applyíng a function to a value, and then applying the inverse function to the result,

must always return the original value. Not all functions have an inverse function.

If a function is continuous, then for it to have an inverse, it must be monotonic

(always increasing or always decreasing) in the area of interest. If a horizontal line could
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cross a function's graph at two or more points, the function does not have an inverse. So if

the graph of a function has apaft that looks like"r-l","v", or'-J',tlne function cannot have

an inverse, unless the function is restricted to values where the graph does not have this

characteristic. Otherwise there would be two or more function values for some argument

values, and thus there could be no single, clearly defined way to define the inverse.

Functions and their inverses in the behavioral momentum model

Nevin et al. found f to be approximated by the power law Then the function is

described by the formula of the formf(z) = zP and the inverse function is written as

f -1(^B) =x/m.Functionf givesthevalueof ÂBfromx/rnTheinversefunctionf -1is

needed to find m from the value of ÂB and x.

For the power law in equation 14 the inverse function f -1 does exist ( assuming that p I 0)

and is described by

r-1( ln ) = V^B =;. (Note that pJ^B can also bewritten u, (m);.¡

In order for the inverse function f -1 to exist as a clearly defined function, it is

necessary and sufficient that the function f match exactly one value of AB with exactly one

value of x/m. It is assumed that the behavioral force function f is continuous, so the inverse

function f -l exists if the function is strictly monotonic for the values in question (strictly

increasing or strictly decreasing throughout). Since behavioral mass is defined only in terms

of this relationship, behavioral mass for any discriminated operant would not be a clearly

defined construct unless Ê1 existed.

Since inverse functions do not exist for all functions, it is possible that in some

circumstances that the value of x/mcannot be clearly determined. For example, if the

function were defined by the formula Í(z) = (z - 5¡z + 20, then AB = (x/m - 5)t + 20. The
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same ÀB value of 21, could come from either xf mvalues of 4 or 6.In fact, this gives two

distinct values for behavioral mass for each value of ÀB except 20. Which value is the "ttue"

behavioral mass? In such cases, f -1 does not "exist" in a mathematical sense since its values

are not uniquely defined. The data fromNevin et al. (1983) shows functions that do not

have inverses through all the range of data, since both have a " r'l" shape at the lower

extreme. Ignoring this part of the graphs, these functions are monotonic, and have inverses'

Those restricted parts seem to be well approximated by power laws, which appear as

straight lines when graphed on a log-log scale. Nevin (1988) cites instances that support the

relation being in general monotonic.

Calculation of behavioral mass from experimental data

The experiments that support the behavioral momentum model all use multiple

schedules, and it is relative behavioral mass that can be calculated. Based on changes in

relative rates for 2 schedules, the ratio of masses then is independent of x, and is shown in

equation 2b:

mr / mz= f -r (LB2) / f -1 (^81)

This expression is independent of the behavioral force x.. This ratio of relative masses is

guaranteed to be equal across disrupter levels by equation 1, , AB = f. (x/m), which defines

behavioral mass in terms of measurable variables, provided that ÂB is a monotonic function

of x. Calculation of relative masses for each participant requires an accurate representation

oÍf loreach participant. If f were the power law ÂB =()c I m)0, this simplifies to

(rn/ mz)r = LBz/ LBt (2.)

Thus the ratio of masses would be constant across values of x whenever f was a power law.
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The significance of the behavioral momentum construct

Skinner (Ig51/1g5g) makes a general criticism of derived constructs (for example

behavioral mass) and theories of learning. He states that such theories often divert attention

from underlying measurable quantities. Skinner (p. 41) warns that learning theories can

"create a false sense of security, an unwarranted satisfaction with the status quo" and that,

when a theory is discarded, much of the research that was done is also discarded. Skinner

states that the emphasis of research should be "to obtain data showing orderly changes

characteristic of the learning process" (p 69) rather than being driven by theorizing that

uses concepts removed from actual learning itself.

It seems that the behavioral momentum model might be one of the learning theories

of which Skinner is suspicious. Behavioral mass and momentum do not seem to be directly

related. to the basic operant learning relationships, and seem to describe results in terms of

the model's constructs instead of more fundamental and experimentally valid factors.

However the mod.el seeÍrs to be derived from observed relationships between reinforcer

density and change in response rate, and also between the magnitude of disruption and

change in response rate. The derived behavioral mass and.related behavioral momentum

constructs seem to be of theoretical value only, and clearly defined only when the relating

functions are monotonic (and have inverses). Although these constructs present an

opportunity for a description more analogous to a part of Newtonian physics, Skinner's

warning seen$ most on target with them. These would seem to imply that these constructs

(like all constructs and theories in science) should be regarded as useful only to the degree

that they improve the power to predict or control behavior. Marr (1989) points out that, for

centuries, physicists ignored many areas where Newton's laws did not seem to work, such

as with non-linear phenomena. Only recently has there been a blossoming of research in
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these areas, using techniques from chaos theory (Marr, 1992). The behavioral momentum

model seenìs to have opened up an area of study of rate of behavioral change, but future

investigation seems necessary to round out understanding in this area and the potential

value of the related constructs.
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Appendix D

Instructions Given the Participant by the Computer Program

This appendix describes the specific instructions given to the participants by the computer

program during the sessions. Images of particular screens are included in figures below.

Note that during the 5s pause between components, a message appeard on the otherwise

blank black screen. It stated the number of points earned in the previous component

(printed in the SD hue of the schedule for that component) and also stated the color that

would be used in the next component (printed in the hue of the next appearing SD).

The sections that appear to the participant are as follows:

1) The participant identification page is shown in Figure D1. It had input windows

for the participant's first and last name, a7-dig¡t student number, age, and

gender. After these are input, the participant presses the "ENTER" key to

proceed to the instruction Page.

2) The instruction page gives the participant general instructions on how to drag

letters from the bottom of the screen to a highlighted target at the top of the

Figure Dl. Participant personal identification input screen.
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screen, or in later sessions to press the'T' key whenever a match is available

before continuing. When done with the instructions, the participant again

pressed the "ENTER" key to proceed to the Training section, if present in that

session.

3) The trainingpageappears blank except for a button captioned "Click here to see

how to do the experiment". When it is clicked, the experiment screen appears

and training components in sequence. Instructions for sorting and'T'pressing

are shown, and points for sorting accumulate. The training section emphasizes

that pressing the space bar is needed to accept an available point, and the section

enables practice in selecting letters and moving them to targets. The training

screen showing instructions is depicted in Figure D2'

 ) The Experiment page appears blank except for a button captioned "Click here to

start the experiment". When it is clicked, the experiment screen appears again as shown in

Figure D4 (but without instructions). The components then are implemented according to

the experimental design sequence. The total points accumulated from sorting are displayed

at the top of the screen. When the experiment is over, the experiment screen disappears and

a message indicates that the experiment is over. The participant is instructed to leave the

computer on for the experiment supervisor, and to raise his or her hand to indicate having

completed the session.
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,,tïÏiËiîiå.ffiËö-äJåoon.nrscreen rnowingä;üirs *1ilóhing instructions. rhe letter'c'is approaching the

target,c, in the top right corner. lf 
,T, has not been pressed during the time the numbers are equal, they are kept equal,

the instruction box at the top right appears, and the mouse does not move the selected letter. upon pressing of the 'T'

key, movement is again possible and the top right instruction box disappears'


